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(ABSTRACT)

Supersonic slot injection problems were studied by a tinite volume method. The

numerical technique used is the upwind method of Roe’s flux difference splitting

(FDS) with vertical line Gauss-Seidel relaxation applied to the thin layer
h

Navier-Stokes equations. To test the accuracy of the numerical methods without

the complications and uncertainties of turbulence modelling, two sample cases

were chosen with laminar flows. The sample problems were the compressible

laminar boundary layer flow over a flat plate and the laminar boundary layer -

shock interaction problem. For these problems, both the results from Roe’s FDS

and van Leer’s flux vector splitting (FVS) are compared with exact solutions and

experimental data. For the sample problems, comparisons showed that Roe’s

FDS method is more accurate than van Leer’s FVS method. Because of the very

complicated wave patterns and strong viscous-inviscid interaction produced by

supersonic slot injection, an adaptive grid based on the equidistribution law was

combined with the solution algorithm. The results from Roe’s FDS method with

the adaptive grid showed good results for the supersonic slot injection over a flat



plate. For the slot injection over a 10 degree wedge surface case, there is a

signiticant difference between the numerical and experimental wall pressure

distribution. Some potential reasons for the discrepancy including 3D effects and

/ or transition in the reattachment region in the experiments and possibly a need

for a much tiner grid in the calculations are discussed.
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1.0 Introduction

Injection of a gas through a wall slot parallel to a supersonic airstream is of

interest for various applications, including thermal protection, fuel injection in

ramjet engines, energizing of the inner portion of boundary layers in adverse

pressure gradients and skin friction reduction on high speed aircraft. Currently,

there has been a renewed interest in the slot injection problem due to recent

research and development in the field of hypersonic cruise aircraft.

Although there have been a large number of experimental research works on the

supersonic slot injection problem (Refs. 1 - 5) , existing analytical solutions of the

slot injection problem suffered from the unrealistic simplifications such as a

boundary layer approximation (Refs. 6 - 7). For these problems, strong

transverse pressure gradients invalidate the boundary layer assumption. The

flow field associated with supersonic slot injection usually has a complicated wave

structure and shows the strong interaction of oblique shock waves and shear

layers (Refs. l · 2) as illustrated in Fig. l. Within the knowledge of the author,

I
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numerical Navier - Stokes prior solutions of supersonic slot injection problem do

not exist. To understand the physical phenomena of the slot injection problem,

numerical approaches without any unrealistic approximations must be pursued

beside the experimental works.

ln past two decades, there have been remarkable advances in the field of

computational fluid dynamics. Both the improvement of computer power and

numerical algorithms contribute to the progess of computational fluid dynamics

as described in Ref. 8. Concerning the advancements of computer hardware,

· recently developed supercomputers which have capability of vector computation

have influenced greatly the programming structure (Ref. 9) and if properly

vectorized, a speedup ratio of order of ten is not unusual (Ref. 10).

Almost all of the numerical methods for the Navier-Stokes equations to date are

of the unsteady formulation (Ref. 99). Starting from the initial conditions, the

unsteady equations are integrated in time until a steady state is eventually

reached. One advantage of the unsteady formulation is that both steady and

unsteady flow problems can be solved with this formulation.

The time integration may be performed explicitly or implicitly. The explicit

method has advantages such as simple logic, smaller operation counts than

implicit methods and easy and complete vectorization compared to implicit

methods (Refs. ll · 13). But, it has a detinite disadvantage. Due to the stability

condition, there is a severe time step limit in the explicit method. For viscous flow

2



computations, which usually involve a very thin viscous layer which must be

resolved, such a limitation is a serious problem for any practical engineering

calculations. For example, Drummond (Ref. 14) calculated the reacting

turbulent flowfield in an axisymmetric ramjet dump combustor by an explicit

method, and a hundred thousand time steps were required for convergence. To

alleviate the severe time step limit of the explicit scheme, Jameson and his

colleagues (Ref. 15) proposed a Runge-Kutta time integration scheme which has

a bigger allowable time step than classical explicit methods. On the other hand,

an implicit method such as Beam·Warming’s AF method has a less severe time

step limitation than explicit method (Refs. 16 - 17). But, factorizarion-error

destroyed the good convergence characteristics at large time steps (Ref. 18), and

the optimum CFL number (dimensionless time step) is not too much greater than

the explicit method (Ref. 19).

The methods mentioned above use a central differencing for the space

discretization. This kind of central differencing needs extra numerical dissipation

when a discontinuity exists in the flow field. This extra numerical dissipation,

called artiiicial viscosity, is necessary for the central differencing to eliminate the

odd-even decoupling and to stabilize the scheme to capture the discontinuity. To

reduce the false dissipation introduced by the artiticial viscosity, it is often

necessary to adjust the artiiicial viscosity for every flow condition. This makes

central differencing schemes less robust.

V
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To eliminate the problem of the artiticial viscosity and to better model the

physical wave propagation problems numerically, there was a great interest in the

construction of upwind schemes due to its inherent capability to simulate the

physical wave propagation mechanisms (Refs. 19 · 28). The basic idea of the

upwind method stems from the fact that for a hyperbolic equation such as Euler

equations, information propagates along a preferential trajectory in time and

space. The upwind methods utilize this fact by using non-centered discretization

for this directional dependence. In this aspect, the upwind method is more

mathematically sound and robust than the central differencing scheme. When

approximating a hyperbolic system of conservation laws with upwind methods,

there exist various different models. One is Flux Difference Splitting (FDS)

which simulates the wave propagation by exact or approximate solutions of

Riemann problem. The other is Flux Vector Splitting (FVS), in which the

interaction of neighboring cells is accomplished by splitting the fluxes based on

the local velocity distribution. Both of the methods show good shock resolution

capability when applied to Euler equations (Refs. 29 - 32) and computation of

real gas cases (Ref. 33). Recently proposed higher order upwind methods with a

smaller truncation error have been applied to viscous flow computations such as

Navier-Stokes Equations (Refs. 34 - 36) and Parabolized Navier-Stokes

Equations (Refs. 37 - 39). The promising results showed accurate shock

capturing and shear layer resolution. Recently, van Leer et al (Ref. 45) compared

various Flux Vector Splitting (FVS) and Flux Differencing Splitting (FDS)

4



schemes for viscous conical flow problems. Following their study, Roe’s FDS has

a smaller numerical dissipation than van Leer’s FVS for that case.

In addition to improvements in the solution algorithms, progress in grid

generation has also been rapid (Refs. 40 - 41). Among the various grid generation

schemes, grid adaptation is the one of the most important concepts (Ref. 42). In

contrast to the Navier-Stokes equations, which are a mathematical statement of

physical laws which govem the fluid motion, there is no such physical law which

can be applied to grid generation. In this regard, the work of Brackbill and

Saltzman (Ref. 51) is noteworthy. They define a function which contains three

measures of computational grid - smoothness, orthogonality and cell volume

variation. A grid is generated by minimizing the resulting function with a

variational formulation. Many of the proposed classical and adaptive grid

generation schemes are related to the variational formulation. Anderson (Refs.

43 - 44) showed that elliptic grid generation schemes can be interpreted as an

adaptive grid method with proper formulation of the weighting function, and he

obtained good results for simple problems. lf the grid smoothness and

orthogonality are not included in the variational formulation, the resulting

formulation is the equidistribution law. With this method, the resulting grid is

usually postprocessed for the smoothness and the orthogonality. Due to its

simplicity, the equidistribution law has been widely used as an adaptive grid

generator (Refs. 52 - 58). So far, a completely automatic and robust adaptive

grid generation method does not exist. It needs numerical experiments for

4
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adjusting the various constants, and often smoothness of the grid depends on the

total number of grid points.

For the supersonic injection problem, the wave patterns produced by the system

are very complex, and viscous and inviscid flow interaction is strong and

complicated. To resolve all the important flow phenomena and to capture the

generated waves, a numerical method must be robust and have a capability to

capture all the existing discontinuities in the flow field clearly.

The objective of the present study is to combine the adaptive grid method with

the upwind method and apply this combined procedure to the supersonic slot

injection problem. To test the numerical method without any complications and

uncertainties due to the turbulence modelling problem, the chosen sample test

cases were 2-D, compressible, laminar flow cases. All the computational results

are compared with exact solutions or experimental data. For some sample 2-D

cases, the numerical accuracy of Flux Vector Splitting (FVS) based on van Leer’s

method and Flux Difference Splitting (FDS) based on Roe’s approximate

Riemann Solver are compared. Finally, FDS with the adaptive grid method is
I

applied to the supersonic slot injection problems.

In Chap.2, the goveming equations and the basic concepts of the adaptive grid

method are discussed. Space discretization of the numerical method is presented

in Chap. 3 along with time integration of the numerical methods. Detailed

derivations of the linearization procedure necessary for the both FDS and FVS

6



are given in the Chap. 4. Finally, the results of the numerical methods are

compared with the experimental data and discussed.
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2.0 Formulation

2.1 Govemirzg Equatious

The unsteady, compressible, 2 - D, Navier - Stokes Equatious can be expressed

in a generalized coordinate system as

^ ^
A A

1 -.1. ..<"’» +L?».. U,
J öt öf ör; Re öf ön

where

1~’*——L(:
+:6) 6--L( + 6)

A 1
‘

A 1F,. = 7 (:,„F,. + :yG,) G,. = 7 (:),,1*,, + nyG,.)

V
s



Q=[p, pu, pv, @]T

F=[pu, pu2+p, puv, (e+p)u]T

G= [pv, puv, pvx+p, (¢+p)v]T

T

The viscous and heat fiux vectors are defined by

ö ö

_öv öu
= Ä 2 —— ll

'vv (+ 'u) öy+ öx

- Q QTxy-M öy + öx)

p ÖTs =u1· +v·rxx xy
(y — l)PrMi px

I! ÖTs=u1·yxy yy (Y —1)1>rM§_, öy

{ and q in eq. (1) are a body coordinate system, and J is the Jacobian of the

transformation given by
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J =
ö(é„ #1)
ö(x„y)

= C,,#1y — #1xCy
-1= (rm — W:)

The density, p , is nondimensionalized by its free stream value pw , the velocities

by uw , the temperature by Tw , the total energy per unit volume e and pressure

p by puw , the coordinates by a reference length L, the time t by # , and the

viscosity ,u by pw . The system is closed using the perfect gas equation of state,

which can be written in nondimensional form as

· Pp= (1 —1)[e-;(¤2+ #2)]

- 2 LT- yMw
P

The viscosity p is determined by the Sutherland formula and Stokes hypothesis,

and the assumption of a constant Prandtl number is used to determine the

. . . 2 2 1 + Cconductivity of the gas, 1.e. ,1 = — p , p = T7 ( ) , where the constant

Cisgivenasio



2.2 Adaptive Grid ‘

The importance of grid generation in computational fluid dynamics is now well

known. There has been rapid progress in the grid generation tield, both in the

conventional grid generation and in the adaptive grid generation method (Refs.

40 - 41 , 46). The accuracy of most numerical solution methods strongly depends

upon the adequacy of the computational grid. It is not rare that the cause of poor

or anomalous results of numerical methods can be attributed to an inadequate

grid (Ref. 42).

Although various classiücations of grid generation are possible, with respect to

the interaction of grid generation and a numerical solution algorithm , we can

classify grid generation into two main categories. One is the conventional grid

generation method such as complex variable methods, algebraic methods and

differential equation techniques (Ref. 42). Here, " conventional " means that grid

points in the computational domain are distributed without any direct relation to

the numerical solution except human experience. Contrary to the conventional

grid generation method, the basic concept of adaptive grid generation is that the

grid points in the computational domain are distributed such as to concentrate

points in regions of large solution variation without a prior knowledge of the

existence or location of such variations.

ll



lf we further categorize the adaptive grid method in its implementation with the

solution algorithm, there exist two different approaches. One is to consider the

grid points as a function of time and include the time derivative terms of the grid

points in the governing equations. Then,there is no need for interpolation. This

approach is generally most suitable for unsteady problems. The other is to

redistribute the grid at a specified time step and interpolate the solution from the

old grid to a new grid. This can be regarded as a sequence of initial boundary

value problems and is adequate for steady state problems (Ref. 56).

Another interesting aspect of the adaptive grid method is shock alignment. In

an earlier paper, MacCormack and Paullay (Ref. 48) had shown that , if the grid

is aligned with the shock , there are no overshoots and undershoots near the

shock even if they used a central difference scheme. Recently, Davis (Ref. 49)
i

applied FVS to solve an inviscid shock reflection problem defining the local

direction around an oblique shock from the knowledge of the velocity gradients,

and he showed that shock capturing capability can be greatly enhanced.

The final objective of any adaptive grid method is straightforward · to generate

a good grid for the problem under consideration. Although there are some

ambiguities in the definition of a good grid, the essential elements are smoothness,

orthogonality and grid resolution adequate to the problem (Ref. 50). Among the

several adaptive grid methods, the variational procedure of Brackbill and

Saltzman (Ref. 51) is mathematically sound and elegant. They defined the

measure of grid smoothness, orthogonalty and volume measure based on the

U
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some weighting function by suitable integration. In other words , they quantitized

the quality of a grid and obtained a
”

good grid
”

by minimizing the resulting

integrals. Despite the soundness of their method, this procedure is complex and

time-consuming especially for 3-D problems, because the resulting equations are

elliptic.

In the adaptive grid method such as the variational formulation method, there is

a fixed number of grid points, and grid points are redistributed according to the

solution variation. Another approach involves locally embedding sub-grids in

regions of interest. Dannenhoffer and Baron (Ref. 52) used this method and

obtained promising results for the inviscid flow problems. In this study, the grid
'

point redistribution method was chosen because of its simplicity.

lf grid smoothness and orthogonality are not included in the variational

approach, we can get the so-called equidistribution law. Because of its simplicity,

adaptive grid methods based on the equidistribution concept have been widely

used (Refs. 53 · 59). Based on studies of numerical solutions of ordinary

differential equations (Ref. 42), the total error can be reduced when the grid

points are distributed by following relation

Ix!-H
w(x) dx = const. (2)

xt
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where w(x) is a positive weighting function which should be related to the

numerical error. This relation is known as an equidistribution law. The best

choice for w(x) is obviously the truncation error. But, for complex flow problems

such as with the Navier·Stokes equations, generally it is difficult to derive the

truncation error for the numerical scheme. Even if one knows the exact form of

truncation error, the numerically calculated truncation error will be noisy and

usually needs a complicated smoothing procedure, because the truncation error

involves higher order derivatives.

As shown by Berger (Refs. 60 · 6l) , use of Richardson’s extrapolation with local

mesh refinements can be a good method for evaluating the truncation errors.

But, Richardson’s extrapolation for evaluating the truncation error is only valid

for smooth flow without any discontinuities in the computational domain. If one

can find a function of a flow variable which is somehow related to the truncation

error, it can be a substitute for the truncation error.

A widely used weighting function for the flow field calculation is the gradient of

a flow variable. Sometimes second derivatives can be included. It must be pointed

out that the choice of actual weighting function is problem dependent.

In the following, a brief explanation of the I-D equidistribution law is given.

To maintain a uniform grid in the computational space , combining the relation

that Ax = x;AC , AC = l and eq. (2) yields the following relation.

xf w(C) = const. (3)

I4



Actually, eq. (3) is the Euler equation for minimizing the integral

‘
2I = w(C)xg df (4)

0

Minimizing the integral is analogous to minimizing the potential energy of a

system of springs with spring constants w(C) and Ax, given by

-
__L__

Mi-
W(ÖN.V

dc
(5)

0 W(Ö)

Besides, the spring analogy mentioned above, the so-called smoothness method

is widely used for grid adaptation. The difference between the two is basically

the difference of considering w as a function of x or as a function of C . These

differences are explained in detail by Thompson (Ref. 42). When applying the

equidistribution law to multidimensional problems, there should be some means

which control the the grid smoothness and orthogonality. These are necessary,

since using the equidistribution law, grids are generated without any relation to

the neighboring points. In a novel paper by Nakahashi and Deiwert (Ref. 57),

a torsional spring method for controlling the grid orthogonality and smoothness

is proposed. The equation for the spring system can be written as

=0 (6)
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zv
where c = ,1 ( äglwk,) , 0 = reference angle for torsional spring and A is a user

specified constant. This equation is a tridiagonal system along the C direction

which can be easily solved. To control the minimum and maximum grid spacing,

the weighting function used by Nakahashi and Deiwert has two constants such

as

W, = 1 + Aff (7)

where A and B are positive constants which will be determined from the

constraints of minimum and maximum grid spacing and f" is a normalized

function related to the weighting function. lf the user specifies Axmax , Ax,,,,,, as

input variables, it can be shown that

_ A'xI'D3.XA - -—-— — 1 (8)
Axmin

and B can be determined from the constraint of user specified minimum spacing,

Axmm, by iteration.

For the inviscid case, a weighting function can be either Vp or Vp , and any

variable which can detect the shock works quite well. But, for viscous flow

problems, besides capturing the shock, detecting the shear layer is also required.

For the supersonic slot injection problems here, a linear combination of the first

and second derivative of u is used in the y · direction. For the x - direction, a

linear combination of the first and second derivative of p is used. The second
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derivative of velocity is included in the weight function, because if the flow

separates, the velocity gradient alone is not sufficient to detect the boundary layer

correctly.
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3.0 Space Discretization

3.1 Finite Volume Formulation

The governing equations in eq. (1) are expressed in differential form. These

equations can be also expressed as integral relations as

Ö
"‘

A—— Qdxdy + F•nds=0 (9)ö' s ös

where F = (F- Re"F,) + (G - Re"G,) . Applying this relation to a single

cell element shown Fig. 2, and using the mid-point rule, it can be discretized as

ö A _ A A _ A
[F — Re [F — Re lF„]j_%_k

A _1 A A _1A+
[G — Re G,,]j_k+% — [G — Re G„]j_k_Vz = 0

l8



In eq. (10) , Q must be interpreted as a cell-averaged value. It must be pointed

Out that eq. (10) is not the only way to discretize the eq. (9). Other discretization

approaches such as a cell-vertex scheme (Refs. 62 - 64) have their own

advantages. Setting Af = An = l , then can be interpreted as a cell area and

length of cell interface ; AS is calculated by

^%+%,k= [@']j+%,k
(11)

Asav.= J J, =

Other terms are defined in eq. (1) . This relation is called semi-discrete, since the

time variable remains continuous. In a finite difference formulation with a

generalized coordinate system, careful evaluation of the metric terms is required

to get the uniform flow as an exact solution of the difference equations. With the

linite volume formulation, uniform flow is an exact solution of the difference

equations.

Currently, instead of using the full Navier-Stokes equations , thin-layer

approximations of Navier-Stokes equations have been widely used in the

numerical simulation of viscous flows. The accuracy of thin-layer approximations

has been tested for various flow conditions including transonic airfoil flows by

Visbal and Shang (Ref. 65), hypersonic separated flow over an indented nosetip

(Ref. 66), and supersonic separated flow over on 20 degree wedge by Degani and

Steger (Ref. 67) to name a few. In the thin-layer approximation to the

I9



Navier-Stokes equations, the viscous terms containing derivatives in the direction

parallel to the body surfaces are neglected, i.e.

f— 1 ^§ ^>1V = 7 (6xFv + 6,,GV) = Fw (Q, Q;) + FV (Q, Q.,)

Ö _ L ( — AE An (12)
V- 7 ttxFV+tt_VGV)— GV(Q, Q;)+ GV(Q, Q,,)

For the thin-layer approximation , 1?'$ , ät , and C75 terms are neglected, and only

the Ö; term is retained.

The concept of the thin-layer approximation stems from the fact that adequate

grid resolution both normal and parallel to the body surface is not feasible with

current computers. As shown by MacCormack (Ref. 11) , if Re,_> 103 , it is

generally impractical to resolve the viscous x-derivative terms of the

° Navier-Stokes equations. That means that even if the viscous terms in the

x-direction are retained, these terms will not be adequately resolved. The

thin-layer approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations is valid for the

numerical simulation of high Reynolds number flow if the flow does not separate

massively (Ref. 67) . lt also requires the body-aligned coordinate system. In this

study, the thin-layer approximation was used to increase the computational

efficiency.
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3.2 Overview ofupwind method

In recent years, there have been great advances in the general upwind method.

The idea of an upwind method is to discretize the hyperbolic differential

equations by using differences based on the direction determined by the sign of

the characteristic speed. The advantages of an upwind method are robustness,

soundness of an underlying physical model, and the possibility of achieving high

resolution of stationary discontinuities without oscillation. When solving the

thin·layer Navier-Stokes equations based on the upwind method, the governing

equations are considered as composed of inviscid and viscous terms. The inviscid

terms are discretized based on the upwind method, and the viscous terms are

discretized by standard central differencing. A brief discussion of the upwind

method, which follows from the excellent description of Harten et al (Ref. 23), is

given below.

Most of the current upwind methods can be thought as an extension of the

Courant · Isaacson - Rees scheme ( CIR scheme ) to nonlinear conservation laws.

The CIR scheme can be clarified by considering the constant coefiicient scalar

equation as

11,+ aux = 0 a = const. (13)
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The CIR scheme can be expressed as approximating ux as a backward difference

if a is positive and approximating ux as a forward difference if a is negative. The

above statements can be expressed in more compact difference form as

1 Ial)u}'—la uß.1
(14)

= uj" - éa Ial (11,3,1 — 2u}' + ujril)

where A =£ a‘=l (a- Ial) and a+=l (a+ Ial)Ax
’

2 2

The extension of the CIR scheme to nonlinear scalar conservation laws can be

derived in a similar way (Ref.23).

For systems of hyperbolic conservation laws

U,+F(U)x=O U(x,0)= U0(x) (15)

Here, U(x,t) is a column vector of m unknowns and F(U) is a vector of m

components. To investigate the mathematical properties of eq. (15), it is better to

transform eq. (15) in nonconservative form as

U, + A Ux = 0 (16)

where A is the Jacobian matrix of F(U) . If eq. (16) is hyperbolic, then all the

eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are real. In the constant coefiicient case, A is

constant and there exist characteristic variables W= T*‘U , which can

diagonalize the system of equations.

h
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W, + AWJ, = O (17)

where A = T" A T, and T is a matrix whose column is an eigenvector of

Jacobian matrix A.

With the CIR scheme, eq. (17) can be approximated as

1 1 A (18)

and in the original variable eq. (18) becomes

U?'+‘
— U"--<I—A(u" - U" )+i |A|(u"

—2U”+
t1" ) (19)1 ' J 2 f+1 J—1

2 j+1 I I-1

where IA I = T IAI T" . The situation is more complex for systems of nonlinear

conservation laws such as Euler equations. There are currently two approaches

for those equations. One is Flux vector splitting (FVS) and the other is Flux

difference splitting (FDS).
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3.3 Flux Vector Splitting

Flux vector splitting of Steger and Warming (Ref. 20) is based on the fact that

the flux vector F is a homogeneous function of degree one in Q for Euler

equations. The flux vector can be expressed as

öFF = A =l ZUQ ÜQ Q ( )

Using a similarity transformation, eq. (20) becomes

_ F: TA r" Q (21)

where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and T is a matrix whose columns

are the eigenvectors of A. The diagonal matrix A can be split as

A : A+ +
A‘

(22)

am Aexß.
2 2

Eq. (22) can be rewritten as

F= TA
T_1

Q = T(A++A—)
T—l

Q

=(A++A_)Q (23)

: F+ +
F‘

and the spatial derivatives of F can be obtained as

24



+Q? = + (24)

Here and are approximated by backward and forward difference

operators, respectively. Although started from different backgrounds, there is a

close relation between the central difference scheme and the upwind method. If

one is using second order spatial discretization, Pulliam (Ref. 68) showed that

26. =ß+aöx öx öx

2 Ax Ax _

= 5; +Ü(A,„v,,)2IA IQ + O(Ax2)

where ÜXF =ü ( — @+2 + 4@++ — 4@_, + @_2) . This is just a second order

central difference with numerical dissipation. This means that if artificial

viscosity is carefully designed, it is possible to make the central difference scheme ·

similar to the upwind method.

Despite the mathematical simplicity of Steger-Warming flux splitting , it has a

drawback, namely the split fluxes are not differentiable at points where the sign

of the eigenvalues changes, such as a stagnation point and sonic point. Recently,

van Leer (Ref. 21) proposed a new flux vector splitting method with smooth

transition where eigenvalues change sign. In this study, the flux vector splitting

procedure developed by Anderson et al (Ref. 31) for the generalized coordinate

system based on the Mach number, /7 , normal to the cell interface is followed.
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The formulation for 1é*i in two dimensions is given in terms of the Mach number

for supersonic flow I.? I 2 1
V

A+ AA_F
= F F = O M 2 I

A+ A_ A i
F = O F = F M S ·—l

and for subsonic How, I1?. I s I

ß?
— ' 2

¤*I~»-—‘3* "’ + ~I
^

1Fi = ( — u i 2c)
ff°{".v ' 1 + V (25)

l
(I2

ff: ${0—1)ü(—17;I;2c)+2c2}+T
(v -1)

= E f? /2* /3* f? JT

where

— lv Ifit = i ·ä— [Mi17

= nxu + rzyv

M = ä-
I
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and nx, ny are x, y - components of the unit normal vector to a C = constant cell

interface.

The order of spatial accuracy for the numerical method is determined by the

method of discretizing and
3;.%

. If a higher order method is needed, there
are two possibilities. One is simply to use higher order backward and forward

d. . öF+ öF- .ifferencmg for and E- . The other approach 1S so called the MUSCL
(Monotonic Upstream·centered Scheme for Conservation Laws : code name)

approach (Refs. 31 - 32) where one extrapolates Q toward the cell interface and

obtains F+ and F- at the cell interface in the following way.

A A _
+ A+

A_
+F(Q)j+%=F(Q •Q )j+%=F (Q_)j+%+F (Q )j+% (26)

where the subscript k is suppressed for simplicity. The notation Q+ and Q-

implies that the dependent variables at the cell boundary are evaluated from the

left and right respectively. Q+ and Q- are computed by the following formula

(Ref. 35)

(Q“)y+% = Q + [(1 — x)V + (1 + 1<)A]Q4 <27>
= ßQ + o:Q_1+ yQ+l

+ ‘(°
A 1 V(Q )j+v, = Qj+1 -7 [(1 - K) +( + K) ]Q+1 (28)

= @+1+ @+2 + @
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where V and A denote a backward difference operator and a forward difference

operator, respectively, and oz = —
% (1 — x) , ß = 1 — fg x and y =% (1 + x) .

Thomas and Walters (Ref. 35) showed that for the one-dimensional case with

uniform grid spacing, d>=O leads to 1st order accuracy. With q5=l and

rc = -1 , the 2nd order fully upwind method results. The 3rd order upwind biased

approximation can be obtained with

rcTheMUSCL type approach was chosen here, since split fluxes are generally less

differentiable than the conservation variables (Ref. 29). Also, if a generalized

coordinate system is used, there are some ambiguities in choosing the correct

metric terms at the cell interface which has sometimes degraded the accuracy of

numerical results (Ref. 69).
i

The higher order approximation formula given in eqs. (27) and (28) can include

a limiter which can suppress overshoots or undershoots near a discontinuity. If

a limiter is activated at some points, the accuracy of the numerical method is

reduced to 1st order at those points. Our experience with both a min-mod limiter

and a continuously differentiable limiter (Ref. 31) for the shock~laminar

boundary layer interaction problems showed that using the limiters gave worse

results. For these reasons, a so-called " catastrophic limiter " (Ref. 32) was

employed. With this limiter, if the higher order approximation results in negative V

values of pressure and density at some points, the lst order approximation is used

for those points. It turns out that with a non-adaptive grid, the catastrophic

limiter was not activated for the problems studied here.
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3.4 Flux Dwerence Splitting

The basic concept of flux difference splitting is based on the solutions of the

Riemann problem. The numerical flux at the cell interface is calculated from

some exact or approximate solutions to the Riemann problem.

Here, Roe’s approximate Riemann solver (Ref. 22) is adapted because this

scheme is simple to use and shows good shock resolution in one dimensional

cases. Roe’s scheme can be claritied by considering the following linearized

equation.

U,+A (ULUR) Ux=O (29)

Roe proposed the following criteria to select a mean value of the Jacobian A(U)

of F(U) , i.e.

• A(U»U) = A(U)

•
A(U,_'UR) has a complete set of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

• A(UL,UR) (UR· Ur.) = F(UR) — F(U1.)

The numerical flux at the cell interface based on Roe’s method is expressed as

F(UL’UR)=—ä[F(Ul)+F(UR)— IAFI] (30)
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where the flux difference at the cell interface is defined as

[AF[ = [A(U1.,UR)[ (UR‘ U1.)
=1z IAI L(UR— UL)

Here IAI implies the absolute values of the elements of A , which are the

eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A . R is the matrix with the right eigenvectors

of Jacobian matrix A as columns, and L the matrix with left eigenvectors as rows.

Application of Roe’s method to a 2-D problem is done by 1-D operator splitting.
‘

In this approach, two·dimensional wave interactions are approximated by

combinations of one-dimensional wave interactions. This can be achieved in a

straightfoward manner using the property of rotational invariance of the Euler

equations (Ref. 70), i.e. :

^ Ivtl |Vé| - —
F [”„F(Q) + ”yG(Q)] =#" T lF(Q) (Bl)

where is cell face length, T is the transformation matrix given as

1 0 0 0

T:
O nx ny 0

0 — ny nx 0

0 0 0 1

and Q = T Q , which is expressed as

so



P
-= p EQ P V

e

where 17 and 17 are velocities normal and parallel to the cell interface, and Roe’s

method will be applied using the 17 same as in a 1-D case. Then, flux difference

can be expressed as

IAfI=17!K!Z(§R—§1) (sz)

IAF! =T—lI?!_Ä-I ITT (QR"Ql) (33)

where Z and F are defined as quantities whose rows and columns are left and

right eigenvectors of Jacobian matrix given by

l 0 1 l

_ 17 0 17 + 6 17 — 6
R = (34)

17 1 17 + 6 17 — 6
-2 -2 _ „
%-— 17 17+ 176 H — 176

1 — Ä 62 6a 66 - 6
2

_ — V 0 1 0
L = - (35)LL2-L L-- L -L- Lzläq C) 2(/>¤+„)äv1

2 17 1 - 1 -2(2"+¢) 2("b” C) 2" 2
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with 6 = QL
C

Defining A7! = T" Ä- IXI Z T , then the numerical flux at the cell interface for

the Euler equations can be evaluated by following manner

1* — L 1* R 1* L 171 R L 361+%, k · 2 [ (@1+%,12) + (Qj+%,k) ‘ j+%,k(Q;+%,k — Qj+%,k):| ( )

Here @+,1 Y, is a Jacobian matrix based on a special averaging procedure, namely

Roe’s averaging which reads as

F

= “12«/ P12 + “1„«/ P1.
«/ PL + «/ P12

; = "12«/P12 + "1.«/P1.
«/ P1, + «/ PR

E = HR*/pR + Hlß/PL
«/ P1, + «/ PR V

and the speed of sound can be calculated by

E2 = (Y —1)[1? —
L

(72 +72)]
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By using eqs. (32)-(35), the numerical flux difference at the cell interface based

on Roe’s approximate Riemann solver can be expressed in the following

computationally efficient form (Ref. 27).

(37)

1
ll

A
IAFIl=I^1I(A)0‘*%)

V2

C L
2

0
Au — nxA17

|AFI2= IAZI p A"‘”yAF
2

A( — am

1
Ap;l;pcAz7 uinxcIAFI 2,4 = I^2,4I vinyc

H;1;cü

Where A are eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix given by

- Ivcl^¤ = “T

A2 = A1
I
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V
A3 = (17 + c)gJ

VA4 = (Ü " 6)ä

To increase the order of accuracy, QR and Q'- are computed by MUSCL

extrapolation formulas. Here, Q can be either conservative, primitive or

characteristic variables. Our numerical experimentations with the shock-laminar

boundary layer interaction problem showed that the difference between using the

conservative or primitive variables is small both in accuracy and convergence

rate. In this study, primitive variables are used to calculate the slope, since using

the conservative variables gave slightly worse results for some problems (Ref. 98). ~

Roe’s method does not satisfy the entropy condition and thus permits stable

expansion shocks for inviscid problems. For such a method, the numerical

diffusion component of the numerical flux can vanish at a sonic rarefaction. Both

expansion shocks and sonic glitches can be eliminated by using augmented

numerical diffusion.

Harten (Ref. 25) proposed a simple entropy f'1x method such as

IA!
IA] U”lAl2s

(38)= 2 2

% V; AI < E
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where A is the eigenvalues of" Jacobian matrix based on Roe’s averaging, and 6

is a small positive number. As explained by Harten, this kind of entropy fix

applies only to discontinuities in a genuinely nonlinear field, since there are no

entropy considerations in a linearly degenerate one. For the Euler equations, the

characterstic field corresponding to the eigenvalue, ll , is linearly degenerate, and

the other characteristic fields corresponding to the eigenvalue u ;t c are genuinely

nonlinear.

3.5 Treatment of Viscous terms .

The viscous terms in the thin-layer equations have only a component in the

direction of :1 and in finite volume formulation can be expressed as

0

(1 + ei- f£)ll,, + —ä— :,,:,,1:,,

(1 +l:2)v +l: : u3rn gxyn
V —

J
ä [(1 + é :§)(:43),, + (1 + ä !,5)(V2),,] (39)

1 l+ — t t (uv) + —-————-— T3 xy
" (y — l)PrM2 "

IV I ^= J( —j€— )2uT

Viscous terms are approximated by central differencing as

ss



[%gL]k=j3;[J(@)2/Ülk
(40)

m66When evaluating , a cell area term at the cell interface is needed which is
approximated by the average of nearby cell area values. At the wall, derivatives

are computed by one-sided differencing.

A
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4.0 Time Integration

~ The space discretization procedures discussed in the last section lead to a set of

coupled ordinary differential equations, which can be written in semi-discrete

form as

1 dQ _
J dt +R(Q)—0 (4l)

where R(Q) is the vector of residuals, and, at steady state, this term should be

zero.

4.1 Backward Euler Time Integration

The time integration scheme adapted here for the thin·layer Navier- Stokes

equations is backward Euler time integration and given by

I
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AQ — Qn

6 (42)
= 5% 3**+%: + O(At2)

Backward Euler time integration is chosen because this scheme shows a rapid

convergence rate with various relaxation methods. Although this integration is

only ist order in time, if one is interested in the steady state results that will not

be a problem. _

From eq. (1), the steady state residual is defined as

n An An
Ü

A
Ö

A

L öQ =_öF _66 +L[ 4%+ GV],.
1 6: 6: öry Re öf 6:: (43)

= .. R"

Using eq. (43) and dropping the truncation terms, eq. (42) becomes

AQ ^ ^ öl? 6äL __ _Q_E_ n+l_ ÖG n+l L v v n+l 44JAt_[ö§] [6:,] +Re[öé+öry] ()

For the implicit scheme,
ß’*+‘

, C?*'+‘ and ($5*+* are needed in a linearized form.

These terms can be obtained by using a Taylor series expansion.

^::+1 ^ öl? ::+1 2F =F"+-é§—(Q —Q”)+O(A:)

zßn + Ä"AQ

ö~+*„ö~ + §'·AQ
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where .4 and
ll)

are the Jacobian matrices. When linearizing the viscous term in

the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations , since
(I),

= G,(Q, Q4) and dropping the

truncation error terms, one gets

A A 66 66611+1: 61:+ v 11+1 _
+

v r1+l _V V ÖQ (Q Q") öQ" (Q,, Q:) (45)
An A A

= G, + H,AQ + HZAQ4

A A '66 66
where H, =

ä
and H2 = E5;

. Rearranging the terms in eq. (45)

A A A A ÖH6:+* = 6: + HIAQ +l (HZAQ) — —l AQöry öry —
A (46)

6" + (19 ÖHZ )AQ + Ö (19 AQ)v 1 6,, an 2

As shown by Beam and Warming , if ,u is assumed locally constant then eq. (46)

reduces to

A A A 8 AAGV = GV?+1 " GV? = E; (HzAQ) (47)

From eq. (44)

A A ^ A A ^_; AQ 4 6A1·* 4 6A6 __L ÖAGV =_[g1;+ BG _; öGV]„
(48)J At öf öry Re öry öé öry Re ör;

here I is an identity matrix. The linearization given by eqs. (42), (46) with (47)

results a linearized system in delta form as

so



+g (Ä”AQ) + —g- (§”AQ) — -5; %(@2)] - - R" (49)

This can be expressed in more compact form as

(so) l

In the above , the right hand side is usually called the explicit part and left hand

side is called the implicit part.

g
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4.2 Jacobians

With Backward Euler time integration, the system of equations can be written

as

I n _ _ rx[——JAt + ÖQ ] AQ- R (51)

It turns out that if At —» ec, this schemes converts to the Newton method, and,

if the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is exact, fast convergence can be

expected. Linearization will be discussed in two parts, linearization of the inviscid

terms and linearization of the viscous terms. First, linearization of inviscid terms

based on the upwind method will be discussed followed by a linearization of

viscous terms based on the central differencing.

4.2.1 Jacobians of Inviscid Terms

For van Leer’s Flux Vector Splitting, the residual is given as

A _ A_ A _ A_

R,7. = F+(%+v,k)+F (Qf.°Lv.,1.) — F+(@.%,k)— F (QfÄ%,k)
^+ — Ö- + Ö+ — _ Ö- ++ G (@,14+ w) + (Qj,k+ v.) ·· (52)
1 A A
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With higher order extrapolation given in eq. (27) and eq. (28) ,
%

for the

inviscid terms is calculated in the following way.

=
— (IA ii_] A,k

öRjk A A A_

E
= °'A/1%,/< ' ßA1i%„k ' VAj—%,k

ÜR1; A A_ A_ A
v.,köRjk

A A_ A_YAÄLM

.,2-;+ /.,14

^ 8;% . . A .where Ai = -55, and the elements of this matnx ( = ajk) are given as

.. - 1 V

VÜ - V) —·2 — nx IVÖIalz-Iii 86 (1 —M )u+(1 iM) 2 il
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_ 1%* E 1
A

- 1 2- -am =E'ää +T[·}jT{2¢‘i (v—l)¤}7_-·(<12—%)—$(—¤ :l:¢)—q2]

_ 1%* _ 11 1 - 2

-...1 -1. ..21113+ pli y+l {2ci(y—l)u} C
—

y+l (—uic)ny+vil

. Ai _ fg Ai ff Y -

0

“44—F“14+j;'5“['}jT]‘{2¢i (1 —1)¤}]

A

These ‘ 1 b' 11 ·xpressrons or B - ÖQ jk are o tamed y replacmg fix, rz, and

J·‘IV§I by 1,,1, and ,respectively.

As shown above, exact linearization is possible for van Leer’s FVS scheme. With

the above linearization, the whole matrix system obtained is a large banded block

matrix with block size of four, and the total number of matrix element is ( 4 *

jm, * km, ) x ( 4 * jm, * km, ) . If jm, = 80 and km, = 90 then the resulting

algebraic system is a 28800 x 28800 matrix problem. Because of the size of the

matrix, directly solving eq. (51) is not efficient. When solving the system of

equations, the vertical line Gauss·Seidel method was used. For the vertical line

· Gauss-Seidel method, the L-U decomposition part can be vectorized over the

lines, but the back substitution part cannot be vectorized because of recurrence.
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For Roe’s FDS method the residual is given as

RV -l F
-

F + - 171 + — -jk —
2 [ (Q+%,k) + (Q+%,k) j+%,k(Q+%,k 9;+ v,,k)]

>—ü <+ — -
2 j- %,k j—%,k ;-%,k Q—%,k Q- v„,k)]

1 A _ A ~
_

+ Q- M (53)

- L ^ — ^ + ^‘ + —
2 [G(Q;,k- V.) + G(Q,k—%) —M,k-I

A A
_ — ——ReL [GV(Q,k+ %) · @@,1.-%)]

lt turns out that with Roe’s FDS method, exact linearization is impractical

because of the term , which is difficult to obtain and needs a lot of operation

counts for numerical implementation. In the following, we neglect the term

in the implicit terms. As shown by Barth (Ref. 71), this linearization leads to

time conservative discretization and has significant advantages over the time

nonconservative linearization.

Linearization of Roe’s scheme for the inviscid terms is given by

GR}/< oz ^L ^'

A ~ ß AL ~ Y A ~ä=QöR'k

ß ^1. ~ V ^1z ~
ÖQF/( = +ß? (Aj+%,k’%+Vz,k)

J!
·y AL

~
AR

~—
Q (A;-%,k + M-%,k) — Q- (A;-nk - M-%,k)
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= % (11;+ Vz,k + 1%+%,;) + ä (11,5+%,; ‘ 1%+%,k) —
% (/1;%,; — 1%-%;)

= (11;-%; * 1%+%,k)

where $1- = and.11)*The

elements of the unsplit Jacobian matrix , @1, , are given as follows

1111=O 312:,/ix 813:,% 214:0

$21 = —uÜ + (112 +
vz)

$22 = (2 — y)u$x + Ü

323 = ußy — v$x(v — 1) 824 = (v - 1)1?„

$31;.
—vl/)

+
(U2

+
V2) $32 = Väx * lläy(Y

'*833= · Y)Vf,iy + Ü 334 = (Y-$41

= (/){%(u2+v2) -H} $42=H$x —ul’)(y— I)
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where Ü= IVCI ,

andTheelements of the Jacobian matrix , Alk , based on Roe’s averaging are

computed as follows

b 2 1
I?111 = IA1IC

C

b

A bqz Ü- 1 1Al nxu

IA +n +n cCz_)22 I y 2 I x 3 2c 3 x

A bv ny
mz}rzxcC3)A

b
H124 = 3* (HC1 + flxCC3)

^—|Al·——b"2c c lic cm3l* 1nyu+ 4 (v 1+nyc 3)-2 C (v 3+nyc z)

I
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A bu nx l
m32 = — IA1Inxny - T(VC1 + nycC3) + E- (vC3 + nycC2)

A 2 bv "y

rb =L(vC +n cC)34 2 1 y 3

2 2 2b b '
2 2 4 2c

A ({2 · - bu - nx -m42=A

92 bv ny

b 2 -

-1where nonstandard notation means b and

Cl= IA}I + IA4I —2lA1l

C2=IA}I+IA4I .

63: IA}I — IA4I
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The same as with FVS with higher order differencing , the left hand side is a

block, 4 x 4 pentadiagonal matrix . To reduce the CPU time, the LU

decomposition parts are vectorized over the lines. Although the memory

requirement for the Jacobian matrix is substantial, our experience with an IBM

3090 with vector facility showed that the vectorized LU decomposition part is 3.5

times faster than scalar LU decomposition part ( based on a 85 x 41 block

penta-diagonal matrix with 64 bit arithmatic).

To accelerate the convergence rate, a local time step ( or variable time step , space

varying time step ) is used. A local time step has been widely used to accelerate

the convergence rate of ”viscous flow computations (Refs. 15 , 72) . Following

Jameson (Ref. 73) , to use a local time step is equivalent to solving ( for Euler

Equations )

öQ 61·* 8G„ i. ..... =Q
ör + tx':

öx + öy 1

where cz is a variable scale factor. McDonald and Briley (Ref. 74) interpreted the

local time step as a simple matrix conditioning by a diagonal matrix and

explained the faster convergence of using a local time step. Turkel (Ref. 75) also

interpreted the local time step as introducing an artificial wave speed that

increases as one goes to the farfield.

The equation for the local time step used in this case is (Ref. 76)
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At =lugl
+ lu"] +c(IV·fl + lVr1l)

which means a more uniform CFL number over the computational grid.

Although the steady state solution is not affected , the local time step destroys the

time accuracy of the numerical method, and a transient solution does not have a

physical meaning.
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4.2.2 Jacobians of Viscous Terms

The linearization of the viscous terms is based on the central difference as given

in Section 3.5 and can be expressed as the following. From eq. (39) and (47)

A 8 AAGV = (H2AQ)

6 IVCI 2 6}

^ 6%
u

Defining H = , then

A
ÖAG 2 |V | AE-]k= %w<%>%HAQ1 ‘

Ü Ö;]

-;7.
L€2^

-L LwI I I I
(54)

— an U( J ) #HAQ]k+% an U( J ) MHAQJ1.-V,

Let Arp = l , and eq. (54) becomes

lv I ^ Ivcl 6 ^U(U(öryJ J ör;
(55)

_ J IVCI 2 ^A JQA—[ (-) ]k+v„[[;¤H Q]k+l — D4 Q]k]

The elements of the viscous Jacobian matrix , I2,. , are given by

A A A A(111:0 h12=0 hl3=O hl4=0
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}?4l = — %· {(1 (1 +ä-txtyuv --1%-
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5.0 Results and Discussions

In order to test the numerical procedure, several test cases were chosen. The first .

test problem is the compressible laminar boundary layer on a flat plate. For this

case, an exact similarity solution exists. The purpose of this test is to compare the

numerical solution with an exact solution for a viscous simple case. The second

case is the laminar boundary layer - shock interaction problem, and this problem

was studied experimentally by Hakkinen et al (Ref. 93). This case represents a

step forward in flow complexity. lt also involves waves in the viscous region. The

final and most complex case studied is the supersonic slot injection problem

studied experimentally by Gilreath (Ref. 1) and others.
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5.1 Compressible Laminar Boumlary Layer over a Flat

Plate

The first test case chosen is the supersonic laminar boundary layer over a flat

plate. The flow conditions studied here is a free stream Mach number of 1.98

with a Reynolds number per foot is 1.92 x IOS . This condition corresponds to

the conditions of the supersonic slot injection studies of Gilreath. The physical

domain of this problem is shown in Fig. 3.

For the case of a subsonic laminar boundary layer ( M =0.5 ) , several reseachers

performed extensive numerical calculations for verifying numerical solutions.

Thomas and Walters (Ref. 35) compared their numerical results based on van

Leer’s flux vector splitting with the Blasius solution. Schroeder and Haenel (Ref.

77) also performed the same numerical experiments. Rudy and Strikwerda (Ref.

78) studied the effect of numerical boundary conditions by solving the subsonic

laminar boundary layer over a flat plate using the MacCormack scheme. The

reason for choosing the supersonic laminar boundary layer for study here instead

of choosing the subsonic laminar boundary layer is to compare both the

temperature and velocity field based on the numerical method with the similarity

solution (Ref. 79) without any complicating effect of a leading edge. Since the

upwind method based on the FDS and FVS has been criticized for the fact that

the predicted total enthalpy is not constant in the inviscid steady state (Refs. 73

, 80), it seems worthwhile to consider the temperature field in detail. Also, this

A
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step is a preliminary work for the more complex problem such as the supersonic

slot injection problem.

At this point, it is proper to mention the problem of numerical boundary

conditions. As pointed by Moretti two decades ago (Ref. 8l) , the problem of

numerical boundary conditions is a very important but difficult problem (Refs.

82 - 84). For the case of hyperbolic partial differential equations, there exists a

well developed theory based on mathematics. The unsteady, Euler equation is

hyperbolic in time, and there have been great achievements in the development

of numerical boundary schemes (Ref. 85) . But, for the unsteady compressible

Navier-Stokes equations, one does not know enough about the equations

mathematically, and even the classification of partial differential equation is not

possible (Ref. 86) . Some mathematicians have called these equations

incompletley parabolic (Refs. 87 - 88) . The numerical boundary conditions for

the Navier-Stokes equations developed to date are largely based on physical

reasoning and considering the unsteady, Navier-Stokes equations as a mixed set

of hyperbolic - parabolic equations in time (Ref. 47) .

The numerical boundary conditions used in this case are as follows. At the inflow

boundary, if M > 1 then all the variables based on the similarity solution are

specified. If M < l , u,v and T are specified and pressure is calculated by a

linearized characteristic relation as
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uf'-?] = uf
„;·+* = vg
TF1 = T?

This boundary condition was used by Rudy and Strikwerda and showed good

results for subsonic laminar boundary layer flow. This boundary condition was

also studied by Cline (Ref. 92), who included the viscous terms in the

characteristic relation as a source term. At the outflow boundary, all the

variables are calculated from the interior points by lst order extrapolation. At

the wall, velocities a·nd temperature are determined from the no-slip and

adiabatic condition. The wall pressure is determined from the relation of

%
= 0 . At the upper boundary, variables are determined from simple wave

extrapolation (Refs. 89 · 90). Convergence to steady state was assumed, when the

L-2 norm of the residual is reduced to 10*** of its initial value. The computational

grid used for this case is a uniform x-grid, and the y-direction is stretched from

the following relation (Refs. 47 , 91).

(ß+ 1)- (ß —1)[&—]1°"
y = l———·'/l- (56)

I: Ill-,] + 1
ß — 1

where ß is a stretching parameter taken in this study ß = 1.03 . With this value

of ß , approximately 36 percent of the grid points are located in the boundary
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layer, and minimum spacing in the y-direction to initial thermal boundary layer

thickness is approximately 1/15, 1/30, and 1/45 for kmxx = 21, 31, and 41

respectively. A typical 41 x 41 grid is shown in Fig. 4.

The results from Roe’s method (xx = -1, xy = 1/3) with a 41 x 41 grid showed

very good comparisons with the exact similar solution. As shown in Figs. 5-6, the

velocity and temperature at 4 different streamwise locations showed excellent

similar characteristics. The effects of grid spacing on the accuracy of the

numerical solution are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Velocity and temperature with a

very coarse 21 x 21 grid showed almost grid converged results.

The computational time with Roe’s method is 2.6 x 10*** sec per grid point per

time step on an IBM 3090 with vector facility, and a typical convergence history

is shown in Fig. 9.

On the other hand, the results from van Leer’s FVS method are not as good as

Roe’s FDS method. When compared with the exact similar solution (Figs.

10-11), the agreements are not satisfactory even with a 41 x 41 grid. As shown

in Figs. 12 and 13, the effects of grid spacing on the accuracy of FVS are more

severe than FDS.

Recently, van Leer et al (Ref. 45) obtained similar results for a one-dimensional

conical Navier-Stokes flow. They concluded that for one-dimensional conical

flow the results obtained with Roe’s FDS are far more accurate than those of van
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Leer’s FVS. They explained the reasons as smaller numerical dissipation of Roe's

FDS than van Leer’s FVS. Our results with an attached 2-D compressible

boundary layer flow confirm their conclusions. It was not judged worthwhile to

pursue grid adaptation for this simple problem.
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5.2 Laminar Boundary Layer - Shock Interaction

The second sample case is the laminar boundary layer · shock interaction

problem. A sketch of this problem is, which was taken from Ref. ll., is shown

in Fig. 14. This problem corresponds to the experiments of Hakkinen et al (Ref.

93) at a free stream Mach number of 2 and Reynolds number of 0.296 x 106

based on the shock location. For this case, the shock is strong enough to separate

the flow field, and the shock wave angle is 32.585 degree.

Several researchers have studied this problem by various numerical methods.

MacCormack (Refs. ll , 94), Li (Ref. 95) and Shang et al (Ref. 96) used the

explict MacCormack method, and Beam and Warming (Ref. 14) compared their

method with experimental data. Recently, Thomas and Walters (Ref. 35)

performed extensive numerical experiments using the FVS of van Leer. The

computational grid used for this case is equivalent to that of Beam and Warming

except that the computational domain is extended vertically to eliminate shock

reflection from the upper boundary as was done by Thomas and Walters. A

typical 32 x 57 grid is shown in Fig. 15. Numerical boundary conditions for this

problem are as follows. At the supersonic inflow boundary, free stream

conditions were imposed for cells below the shock location and for cells above the

shock, post-shock conditions were specified. Along the upper boundary,

post-shock conditions were specified. No slip and adiabatic wall conditions were

imposed on the plate with symmetry conditions ahead of the plate. At the
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outflow boundary, all variables were obtained by extrapolation from the interior

points.

Fig. 16 presents the wall pressure distribution based on Roe’s FDS method

compared to data. As shown in this figure, the surface pressure distribution from

Roe’s method showed good agreement compared with Hakkinen’s experimental

data. Experimental data were read from the graph of Hakkinen’s work, and it

must be pointed out that due to scaling, some reading errors were inevitable. The

numerical pressure distribution shows that the pressure plateau, which is typical

of this kind of separated flow, is captured well with a rather coarse 32 x 57 grid.

In Fig. 17, the skin friction distribution of the present calculation and

experimental data are presented. The predicted length of the separated zone is

greater than that of the- experiment, but it shows a near " dual minimum
”

( or

W-shape ) (Refs. 95 · 96) distribution. Important flow pattems such as the

leading edge shock, the expansion near the separated zone and the reflected shock

are well captured.

Wall pressure and skin friction distribution calculated from van Leer’s FVS

method are shown in Figs. 18-19. With a 32 x 57 grid, a pressure plateau is not

predicted in numerical results. The estimated separated zone from this method

is somewhat smaller than that of Roe’s FDS method.

To study the effect of grid refinement, grid spacing in the x—direction was halved

(63 x 57 grid). Roe’s method with this fine grid showed improvements when
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compared with experimental data. Pressure oscillation after the shock is reduced,

and the pressure plateau is clearer as shown in Fig. 20. As shown in this figure,

predicted wall pressure distribution from both 32 x 57 and 63 x 57 grid showed

good agreement with the experimental data. Fig. 21 shows the comparison of the

skin friction coefficient distribution. Pressure contour plotting is depicted in Fig.

22. When compared with the experimental data, the length of the separated zone

from a 63 x 57 grid is reduced, and the skin friction prediction in the reattached

zone is improved. Due to memory limits of the IBM 3090, a further grid

refinement study could not be performed. Comparisons of the wall skin friction

coefficient distribution from the present Roe’s FDS method with experiment and

other computations are shown in Fig. 23_. The computations with the present

method and Thomas and Walters (Ref. 35) were with thin layer approximation,

while the results of MacCormack and Baldwin (Ref. ll, 94) were with the

complete Navier~Stokes equations. As shown in this figure, the predicted length

of the separated zone from the present Roe’s FDS method is slightly longer than

those of others. Since our grid refinement study showed the correct trends of

reduced separated zone as the grid is refined, it is anticipated that if finer grid

were used, the agreement with the experimental data would be improved.

Despite the differences in the levels of skin friction in the separated and

reattached zone, there is generally good agreement between all of the numerical

results and experiment.

Although Walters and Thomas had performed extensive numerical computations

using van Leer’s FVS, the fine grid results, of the present van Leer’s FVS is

‘
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presented for completeness. The pressure contour from a 63 x 57 grid is s_hown

in Fig. 24. Although grid refinement improved the wall pressure distribution, the

agreement is not impressive (Fig. 25). The skin friction distribution from FVS

compared well with the experimental data (Fig. 26), but following Thomas and

Walter’s work, this does not seem to be a grid convergent result. Their very fine

grid ( 91 x 169) results showed similar result when compared with the present

calculations using Roe’s method.

When compared with experimental data and indications from other numerical

works, Roe’s FDS method is judged superior to van Leer’s FVS for the laminar

boundary layer · shock interaction problem. Because Roe’s scheme has

numerical dissipation which is proportional to the absolute value of the

eigenvalue and if one of these eigenvalues is small then numerical dissipation

corresponding to that eigenvalue is also small. This might be one reason for the

better performance of Roe’s FDS method observed here. Again, this problem

was not judged complex enough to merit grid adaptation.
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5.3 Supersonic Slot Injection Problem

The third test case considered is a supersonic slot injection problem. This is a

truly complex flow involving interactions of waves and shear layers. For this

problem, experimental data from experiments done by Gilreath (Ref. 1) in an

atmospheric intake wind tunnel were available. Experiments were air to air

injection, the slot height was 0.5 inch and the free stream Reynolds number per

foot was 1.3 million. Free stream and jet Mach numbers were 4.19 and 1.98,

respectively. The static pressure at the slot exit was slightly greater than that of

the undisturbed freestream ( underexpanded jet ).

Calculated wall pressure distribution and numerically generated flow fields are

compared with the experimental data. The numerical boundary conditions used

in this problem are same as for the compressible laminar boundary layer problem.

Since Roe’s FDS method performed better than van Leer’s FVS method, only the

results from R0e’s FDS method will be presented for the supersonic slot injection

problem. For this problem, adaptive grid methods are implemented in the

numerical procedure, and the advantages and limitations of combined numerical

methods are discussed in detail.
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5.3.1 Injection without Wedge

This case corresponds to the arrangement in Fig. la. To generate the numerical

boundary conditions at the iuflow boundary, the boundary layer thickness at the

slot exit was measured from the experimental Schlieren picture. Since light

intensity in a Schlieren picture is proportional to the density gradient, the

measured thermal boundary layer thickness from the Schlieren picture might be

slightly different from the usual definition of thermal boundary layer thickness.

The experiment was done in an indraft tunnel, and with this flow condition,

Gilreath (Ref. 1) presumed that density changes less than 6 percent can not be

discerned from the photograph. Experimental pressures were measured by an

inclined tube manometer, and errors in measuring the pressure are believed to be

;l;2 percent. With known experimental conditions , the velocity and temperature

distribution were computed from the similarity solutions. The reported

experimental condition for the jet Mach number at the slot exit was changed

slightly from 1.98 to 1.95 , since a 1% = 1.98 input gave too low a pressure at the

slot exit compared to the experimental data at the neighboring point.

The first computational grid used in this case was uniform x-grid and y - direction

stretched by eq. (56). The outflow boundary is taken at X/1-1 = 8 and the upper

boundary is located at Y/I-1 = 3.6, where H is the slot height. A typical 51 x 70

grid is shown in Fig. 27. With a 51 x 70 grid, 40 grid points are located between

the splitter plate and wall. Approximately 13 points are located in the boundary

i
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layer at the slot exit and, at this point, the minimum y - grid spacing to boundaxy

layer thickness is 2.5 percent.

The predicted wall pressure distribution from Roe’s FDS method is compared

with experimental data in Fig. 28. Although generally good agreement was

achieved, the calculated pressure after the shock impingement is lower than the

experimental values. Considering the complexity of the supersonic slot injection

problem, the agreement is satisfactory. The skin friction distribution at the wall

is shown in Fig. 29. Since experimental skin friction data are not available, it is
Q

not possible to compare with the theoretical values. For this case, the flow does

not separate, and the Schlieren picture confirms this results. Contour plotting of

both pressure and density are presented in Figs. 30-31. For this plotting, a total ·

of 21 contour lines were plotted. Although somewhat smeared, important wave

patterns are described well.

Before studying the effect of grid refinement, we first studied the effects of using

single precision (32 bit). As shown in Figs. 32-34, single precision does not effect

the accuracy of the results nor the convergence rate for this problem.

To study the effects of grid refinement, a 81 x 90 grid (Fig.35) with single

precision was used. In Figs. 36-37, the wall pressure and skin friction

distributions with a fine grid ( 81 x 90 ) are compared with the results of the

coarse grid. Pressure and density contour plots from the 81 x 90 grid are shown
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in Figs. 38-39. As shown in these tigures, both the expansion and the shock are

captured more clearly, but the difference is small.

One interesting feature of the slot injection problem is the formation of a lip

shock followed by an expansion wave. Hama (Ref. 97) studied the lip shock

which emanated from the separated edge of a 6 degree half-angle wedge

experimentally. His conclusion was that although he does not completely preclude

the effect of inviscid rotationality , the viscous separation effect is directly

responsible to the lip shock formation. To study the effect of inviscid

rotationality, the Euler equations were solved here with the 81 x 90 grid. As can

be seen in Fig. 40, both the strength of the lip shock and the expansion fan are

weaker than that of the viscous case. These results contirm the conclusion of

Hama that viscosity played a primary role in the formation of the lip shock. The
V

effect of inviscid rotationality on the formation of the lip shock is small but not

negligible. Contour plots of pressure and density for the inviscid calculation are

shown in Figs. 41 and 42. Figure 43 shows that quadratic convergence was

obtained, since the flowfield is supersonic.

The results from the 81 x 90 adaptive grid are shown in the next tigures. First,

the resulting adaptive grid is shown in Fig. 44. This grid was generated from the

equidistribution law as explained in Chap. 2. This grid clearly shows the wave

system produced by slot injection. Both the pressure and density contour and

wall pressure distribution from the adaptive grid showed improvements over the -

non·adaptive grid results (Figs. 45-47). When compared with experimental
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Schlieren picture, it showed the correct positions and angles of the shocks and

expansion waves. The skin friction coefficient from the adapative grid is

compared to that of the non-adaptive grid in Fig. 48. Since expansion waves are

more clearly captured by the adaptive grid, the maximum skin friction coefficient

from the adaptive grid is higher than that of the non-adaptive grid. Despite the

simplicity of the adaptive grid method based on the equidistribution law, it needs

extensive numerical experiments to generate smooth grids for complex flow

problems such as supersonic slot injection problems.

Flow fields generated from the numerical solutions are compared with

experimental pictures. Figure 49 shows the numerical interferogram and

experimental pictures. The Schlieren picture is compared with isolines of
%

in

Fig. 50. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical photos is

generally very good.

5.3.2 Injection over a 10-Degree Wedge

The next problem treated is a supersonic slot injection over a 10 degree wedge

surface as sketched in Fig. lb. For this problem, the experimental Schlieren

picture showed a separated region and very complex viscous and inviscid

interaction.
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The computational domain is extended to l2H in the x-direction and 6H in the

y·direction. The 65 x 70 grid used for this case is shown in Fig. 51. First,

pressure and density contours are shown in Figs. 52 and 53, where the dividing

stream line is plotted as a broken line. The wall pressure prediction from the 65

x 70 grid is compared with the experimental data in Fig. 54. Predicted wall

pressure is higher than the experimental data. Since skin friction was not

measured experimentally, it was not possible to directly compare the calculated

skin friction coefficient (Fig. 55). The predicted results showed that near the

outflow boundary, the flow is attached at only two axial stations, so the adequacy

of the numerical boundary condition at the outflow boundary can be questioned.

To study the effects of the outflow boundary location, the computational domain

was further extended to 15H in the x-direction and 7.5H in the y-direction with

same Ax . The effects of the outflow boundary location on the skin friction and

the wall pressure are shown in Figs. 56 and 57. As shown in Fig. 56, the

reattachment point moved downstream as xmu increased. This result showed the

importance of the numerical boundary conditions at the outflow boundary. The

predicted wall pressure with xm, = 15H case is higher than that of xmu = l2H

(Fig. 57). The experimental Schlieren picture is compared with the isolines of

constant %- in Fig. 58. As we can see in this figure, the bouncing waves between

the shear layer and the separated boundary layer are not clearly captured, and

the predicted separated boundary layer showed a somewhat distorted shape.

U
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The major reasons for the discrepancies between the numerical and experimental

data is not clear. Since the experimental Schlieren picture showed some

fluctuations in the shear layer at X = IOH, it is conjectured that the shear layer

was transitional or turbulent afterwards. Although it is not clear from the

experimental Schlieren picture, there is a possibility that the reattached boundary

layer was turbulent in the experimental condition. Since the present numerical

method does not have the capability to analyze the transition and turbulence

phenomena, it is believed that laminar flow assumption for this case might not

be adequate.

Also, it is possible that 3D effects were important in the large separation region

of the experiments. Few, large separation zones are truly 2D. Of course, the

present calculation, which is limited to 2D, could not capture any such effects.

Further grid retinement study and the implementation of an adaptive grid

method was not pursucd for this case because of the above-mentioned reasons.
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6.0 Concluding Remarks

To understand supersonic slot injection problems numerically, a computational

procedure based on the upwind method with an adaptive grid was developed.

To test the accuracy of the numerical methods, the compressible laminar

boundary layer over a flat plate and the laminar boundary layer - shock

interaction problems were chosen as sample cases. For these problems, Roe’s

FDS method and van Leer’s FVS method were compared with exact solutions

and experimental data. Comparisons showed that Roe’s FDS method is more

accurate than van Leer’s FVS method for these viscous problems. The reasons

for the better performance of Roe’s FDS can be explained by the smaller

numerical dissipation than from van Leer’s FVS.

For the supersonic slot injection problem without wedge case, Roe’s FDS method

with an adaptive grid method showed very promising results. One advantage of

an adaptive grid method based on the equidistribution law is its simplicity. One
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of the drawbacks of this adaptive grid method is that it needs extensive numerical

experiments to generate a smooth grid for complex flow problems.

For the slot injection over a 10 degree wedge surface, numerically predicted wall

pressure distribution showed poorer agreement with the experimental data. To

eliminate the problems of numerical outflow boundary conditions, the

computational domain was extended to X = 15 H. The experimental Schlieren

picture showed slight fluctuations of the shear layer from the splitter plate near

X = l0 H, and it is believed that the shear layer was turbulent afterwards. This

transition to turbulence phenomena in the computational domain invalidated the

laminar flow assumption in the calculations. The major reason for the .

discrepancy of numerical and experimental data might be explained by this

transition to turbulent phenomena and / or 3D effects in the separated zone in

the experiments.
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Figure 4. 41 x 41 grid for compressible laminar boundary layer problem.
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Figure 28. Wall pressure distribution for supersonic slot injection problem
(without wedge).
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Figure 29. Skin friction distribution for supersonic slot injection problem
(without wedge).
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Figure 30. Pressure coutour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) - 51 x 70 grid.
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Figure 31. Density contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) - 51 x 70 grid.
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Figure 32. Wall pressure distribution for supersonic slot injection problem
( 51 x 70 grid ) - double precision vs. single precision.
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Figure 33. Skin friction distribution for supersonic slot injection problem (
51 x 70 grid ) - double precision vs. single precision.
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Figure 34. Convergence history for supersonic slot injection problem ( 5l x
70 grid ) - double precision vs. single prccision.
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Figure 35. 81 x 90 grid for supcrsonic slot irijection problem (without
wedge).
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Figure 36, Grid retinement for supersonic slot injectiou problem (without
wedge) - wall pressure.
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Figure 37. Grid refinement for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) - skin friction.
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Figure 38. Pressure contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) - 81 x 90 grid.
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IFigure39. Density contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) · 81 x 90 grid.
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Figure 40. Wall pressure distribution for supersonic slot injection problem
(without wedge), inviscid - 81 x 90 grid.
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Figure 41. Pressure contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge), inviscid - 81 x 90 grid.
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Figure 42. Density contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge), inviscid - 81 x 90 grid.
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Figure 43. Couvergence history for supersonic slot injection problem
(without wedge), inviscid - 8l x 90 grid.
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Figure 45. Pressure contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) · 81 x 90 adaptive grid.
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'Figure46. Density contour for supersonic slot injection problem (without
wedge) - 81 x 90 adaptive grid. _
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Figure 47. Wall pressure distribution for supersonic slot injection problem
(without wedge) - 81 x 90 adaptive grid.
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Figllfß 48- Wall skin friction distribution for supersonic slot injection
problem (without wedge) - 81 x 90 adaptive grid.
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. a) experimental Schlieren (Gilreath)
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. . . dpb) numerical Schlieren (1s01mes ofE)

Figure 50. Comparison of experimental and numerical flowtield
visualization (without wedge) - Schlieren.
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TFigure51. 65 x 70 grid for supersonic slot injection over a 10 degree wedge
surface.
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Figure 52. Pressure contour for supersonic slot injection over a 10 degree
wedge surface.
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Figure 53. Density contour for supersonic slot injection over a 10 degree
wedge surface.
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Figure 54. Comparison of wall pressure distribution between numerical and
experimental data (with 10 degree wedge).
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Figure 55. Skin friction distribution (with 10 degree wedge) - 65 x 70 grid.
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Figure 56. The effect of the location of outflow boundary - skin friction.
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Figure 57_ The effect of the location of outflow boundary · pressure.
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Figure 58. Comparison of experimental and numerical flowüeld
visualization (with lO degree wedge) - Schlieren.
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